temperature, with minimal loss of its hyperpolarization after Recent development of a magnetic-resonance technique sublimation. The hyperpolarized 129 Xe gas was transferred using hyperpolarized noble gases ( 3 He and 129 Xe) has ento a 50 cm 3 glass syringe prior to use. abled imaging of the lung gas space (1, 2) . While the exSprague-Dawley rats (400-500 g) were anesthetized tremely low solubility of 3 He in the blood (3) precludes its with intramuscular injections of ketamine (24 mg/kg) and use as a tissue imaging probe, 129 Xe is highly lipophilic and xylazine (6 mg/kg). A 14 gauge Teflon catheter was insoluble in blood and tissue, and thus holds promise for tissue serted into the trachea, and silk ligatures were tied around imaging and physiological studies such as white matter perthe endotracheal tube. The animal was then placed in a short fusion, heretofore not possible. Recently, hyperpolarized birdcage detector coil covering only the thorax. The hyper- 129 Xe tissue signals were reported from a live mouse (4). It polarized 129 Xe gas was delivered from the syringe to the remains unclear, however, what the lifetimes of different animal's lungs via a 24 gauge catheter that was inserted hyperpolarized 129 Xe tissue resonances will be in vivo, and coaxially into the 14 gauge catheter. The animal breathed which tissue will yield distinguishable signals. In this paper,
naturally through the open end of the 14 gauge catheter. we report measurements of the xenon exchange and accumuIn each spectroscopy experiment, four 10 cm 3 boluses of lation in the pulmonary tissue by examination of the washhyperpolarized 129 Xe were administered at 4-5 s intervals. in and wash-out dynamics of hyperpolarized 129 Xe signals The use of an open delivery system allowed excess xenon and their lifetimes in living rats. The in vivo spectra exhibited to escape without injuring the animal from a dangerous builtfour resolved peaks of hyperpolarized 129 Xe resonances from up pressure. Furthermore, the excess xenon gas was expelled gas, blood, and tissue phases (5, 6). In addition, imaging of outside the pickup coil. All rats showed no discomfort after the lung gas space was performed using hyperpolarized 129 Xe. These results suggest applications of the hyperpolar-the xenon delivery, indicating that the xenon ventilation and the method of delivery were well tolerated. The care and ized 129 Xe MRI technique for ventilation-perfusion studies of the lung.
use of animals in these experiments were approved by the Harvard Medical School Standing Animal Committee and The novel technique of noble gas hyperpolarization, by conformed with the guidelines set forth by the National Insticollisional spin exchange with optically pumped rubidium tute of Health (11). vapor, yields up to a hundred thousandfold enhancement in spin polarization and MR detectability (7-10). We used 129 Xe spectra were obtained at 55.35 MHz on a 4.7 T Omega spectroscopy/imaging system (Bruker Instruments, natural-abundance xenon (26% 129 Xe), which was contained in a 25 cm 3 cylindrical glass cell, at 3 atm, along with N 2 Fremont, California). A spectral window of 25.0 kHz covered both gas and tissue 129 Xe resonances. The transmitter buffer gas and a small quantity of solid Rb. 129 Xe was hyperpolarized in the fringe field of a 4.7 T superconducting mag-frequency was set to 160 ppm downfield from the gas resonance. Free-induction decay data were acquired with low net (Oxford Instruments, Oxford, UK). Circularly polarized 795 nm light from diode laser arrays (Optopower, Tucson, flip-angle (26Њ) rectangular pulses (pulse width, 100 ms) at 1-3 s intervals. The data were baseline corrected, apodized Arizona) was used for optical pumping of the Rb vapor. We observed hyperpolarized 129 Xe resonances from the Further wash-in experiments shown in Fig. 2 , in which data acquisition was started (t Å 0) before the first hyperpopulmonary system of living rats. Figure 1a illustrates the first spectrum obtained in one experiment during the decay larized 129 Xe bolus delivery, reveal the temporal dynamics of the individual peaks. The oscillation of the lung gas peak and wash-out phase of hyperpolarized 129 Xe. The spectrum shows a large lung gas peak at 0 ppm and three distinct peaks at 191 ppm (peak A), 199 ppm (peak B), and 213 a The frequency of the lung gas peak was set to 0 ppm for reference in { 13.8 s ( Table 1 ). The correlation coefficients for the line each of the four separate experiments. Peaks A, B, and C correspond to the peaks shown in Fig. 1a .
fitting ranged between 0.77 and 0.98.
FIG. 2. Wash-in dynamics of individual 129
Xe resonances. Data acquisition was started ( t Å 0), 3 s before the first xenon bolus. The same phase corrections were applied to all of the Fourier transformed data. For each peak, averaged signal intensities within a 2 ppm window in each spectrum were plotted against time. Noise amplitude mean was (4.1 { 0.2) 1 10 3 , calculating the standard deviation of signal intensity for spectral points where there is no peak in each spectrum. (a) Temporal dynamics of the lung gas peak. The oscillation of this signal is due to the pulsed delivery of 129 Xe boluses (thick bars) into the lung. (b) Temporal dynamics of peak C. Note that the oscillation of peak C closely follows that of the lung gas peak with a 1-2 s delay. (c) Temporal dynamics of peak B. Note the different scale of the ordinate. (d) Temporal dynamics of peak A. Note that peak B shows a steady rise followed by the more gradual rise of peak A. (Fig. 2a) displays the pulsed delivery of 129 Xe boluses (thick red blood cell (RBC) components of human venous blood (12). In that study, the 129 Xe plasma signal was observed at bars along the abscissa) into the lung. The oscillation of peak C (Fig. 2b) closely follows that of the lung gas peak 194 ppm downfield from the gas peak, whereas the 129 Xe RBC signal was observed at 216 ppm. Because of their relative (Fig. 2a) , but with a 1-2 s delay. In contrast, peak B shows a steady rise (Fig. 2c) , followed by the more gradual rise chemical shifts, we suggest that peak A at 191 ppm and peak C at 213 ppm correspond to 129 Xe in the plasma and RBC of peak A (Fig. 2d) . These distinct time courses reflect hyperpolarized 129 Xe wash-in processes; the lung gas peak components, respectively. The 3 ppm difference between in vivo and in vitro data is probably a volume susceptibility effect, and peak C probably indicate 129 Xe exchange processes, whereas peak B and peak A likely reflect 129 Xe accumulation as the in vitro data were obtained from a spherical sample. Thermally polarized 129 Xe dissolved in a cylindrical sample of processes. These results provide clues for the assignment of the 129 Xe resonances. beef fat in vitro also exhibits a signal with a 191 ppm chemical shift; we propose that peark A is a superposition of both plasma We suggest a possible assignment of the four distinct peaks in the hyperpolarized 129 Xe spectra. The peak at 0 ppm (refer-and adipose tissue signals. Furthermore, the wash-in dynamics of peak C, which closely follows that of the lung gas peak ence) is clearly from the lung gas, both because it is the largest peak when 129 Xe gas is delivered into the lung and because its (Figs. 2a, 2b) , indicates that C) is consistent with xenon's high affinity for hemoglobin (13) served loss (about 50%) of the RBC signal over the interbolus interval (Fig. 2b) indicates that the signal decay is domiand close proximity of the RBCs to the gas space in the alveolar capillaries. The delayed appearance and slow accumulation of nated by T * 1 . The longer T * 1 of the putative pulmonary tissue peak A (Fig. 2d) may be due to diffusion of 129 Xe from the signal (peak B) damps the amplitude of the periodic variaRBCs into the plasma and then into adipose tissue. The plasma tion, and we merely see a period of accumulation (Fig. 2c) . pool may include plasma in blood vessels distal to the capillary The interpretation of the rather long T * 1 of 49.6 s for the network of the lung. The longer rise time for peak A is consis-putative combined signals from the plasma and adipose tistent with its long T * 1 .
sue (peak A) requires careful explication. We have observed Because peak B appears simultaneously with peak C that the T 1 in oxygenated human blood in vitro is 13.5 s, (Figs. 2b, 2c) , we suggest that peak B corresponds to 129 Xe dropping to 4.2 s in human venous blood (15) . This trend in pulmonary tissue. Pulmonary tissue includes the layer of has been confirmed in another in vitro study using a different surfactant, alveolar epithelium, interstitium, and capillary procedure (16). Given that the blood circulation time in the endothelium (14). The pulmonary tissue adjacent to the cap-rat is only several seconds long (17) , the deoxygenation illaries is in contact with the lung gas, which would allow that sets in, as the blood reaches the venous part of the for an early onset of the tissue signal (peak B). The picture circulation, should eradicate the plasma signal quickly. The that emerges from our peak assignment is that inhaled hyper-short 129 Xe, in the lung gas space, has a periodicity ppm, with a T * 1 of about 20 seconds, was reported from a ( Fig. 2a) . Taking account of the T * 1 of 11.4 s for the putative mouse (4). While consistent with our present results, the broad linewidth of the peak precluded assignments of tissue RBC signal (peak C) in the wash-out experiments, the ob- tissue. Figure 3a shows a sequential time series of six hyper- signal voids in the corresponding proton image (Fig. 3c) . 
